This paper proposes a novel transport network architecture for the next generation network (NGN) based on the optical burst switching technology. The proposed architecture aims to provide efficient delivery of various types of network traffic by satisfying their quality-of-service constraints. To this end, we have developed a soft-state bandwidth reservation mechanism, which enables NGN transport nodes to dynamically reserve bandwidth needed for active data burst flows. The performance of the proposed mechanism is evaluated by means of numerical analysis and NS2 simulation. Our results show that the packet delay is kept within the constraint for each traffic flow and the burst loss rate is remarkably improved.
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I. Introduction

In the next generation network (NGN) [1], a broadband transport network connects various kinds of access networks and delivers everything from emerging real-time services to data-transfer services, and from asynchronous traffic to synchronous traffic. Packet-data services, mainly based on IP, can either use committed bandwidth or depend entirely on excess bandwidth for transport [2]. Most legacy services, on the other hand, rely on circuit-based point-to-point connections characterized by constant-bit-rate transmission. To meet networking demands on the converged transmission of the NGN, it is necessary for an NGN transport network to support quality-of-service (QoS) and flexible bandwidth management by exploiting optical switching capabilities that are generally used for broadband transmission [3], [4].

Optical burst switching (OBS) [5] is recognized as the most promising optical switching paradigm. OBS reserves core wavelengths for the duration of data bursts, thereby allowing wavelength sharing among different traffic flows. In addition, by processing the control information prior to data transmission, OBS avoids the complexities of optical packet switching, which requires large delay lines and fast processing of packet headers. A pioneering OBS proposal called just-enough-time (JET) [5] inevitably suffers from the optical burst loss problem due to the contention for optical resources among control packets within a core node [6]. To resolve the contention, a number of OBS reservation protocols have been proposed, including just-in-time (JIT) [7], wavelength routed OBS (WR-OBS) [8], and slotted OBS [9]-[11]. However, due to the intrinsic tradeoffs among burst loss rate, transmission delay, and link efficiency in dealing with data burst transmission, these OBS proposals resolve the contention problem at the...
expensive of transmission delay or link efficiency. As a result, such methods are only useful for limited-purpose network services and are unable to encompass complex demands for converged NGN transport networks.

In this paper, we propose a novel NGN transport network architecture, which provides converged transmission of various types of network traffic utilizing slotted OBS capabilities. An important element of the proposed architecture is a soft-state bandwidth reservation mechanism, which enables dynamic establishment of adjustable rate channels while satisfying QoS constraints and bandwidth flexibility through the NGN transport network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Background information is provided in section II. The proposed NGN transport network architecture and the multi-service OBS node architecture are described in section III. In section IV, we propose the soft-state bandwidth reservation mechanism, which provides flexible bandwidth reservation for various types of network traffic. Section V investigates the performance of the multi-service burst assembly and the soft-state reservation mechanism by means of numerical analysis and NS2 simulation. Finally, we summarize our results in section VI.

II. Background

In this section, we provide the necessary background to the context of this paper. Section II.1 explains basic terminology and issues in OBS networks. Reservation methods relevant to an NGN transport network are provided in section II.2.

1. Basics of OBS

In an OBS network, IP packets destined for a common egress node are assembled into data bursts at an ingress node. A control packet precedes each burst by a time offset, and is electronically processed at a succession of OBS nodes to reserve a contiguous sequence of wavelength channels for the pending burst. Then, depending on the type of OBS deployed, the pending burst is entirely switched in the optical domain, either with or without acknowledgement.

Slotted OBS [9]-[11] is a form of OBS where the time is essentially quantized into discrete units referred to as slots. The chance of contention in slotted OBS using JET signaling is smaller than in JET-OBS because the behavior of the bursts is more predictable and regulated [9]. A pre-established lightpath through the slotted OBS network can be useful for transmitting synchronous traffic like SONET/SDH [10]; however, making a lightpath for transmitting short-lived or bursty data traffic is inefficient and costly from the perspective of link bandwidth utilization.

Techniques for burst assembly at the ingress node are classified into timer-based [12] and size-based [13]. Timer-based algorithms are suitable for time-constrained traffic since an upper bound on the burst assembly time is enforced. For non-time-constrained bulk traffic, the objective is to improve transmission efficiency, despite a longer burst assembly time. The round-robin burst assembly algorithm proposed in [14] is a technically simple and feasible method. It works by classifying packets into assembly queues according to their egress nodes, and transmitting the assembled bursts in a round-robin order without consideration of transmission efficiency. Due to the large number of packet aggregations at ingress nodes and the absence of buffering delay at core nodes in an OBS network, the end-to-end delay performance is mainly dominated by the burst assembly technique at the ingress node.

2. Bandwidth Reservation for NGN Transport Networks

Reservation signaling methods are typically classified into soft-state and hard-state methods. A state is soft if it is maintained by network nodes and if it expires after a certain time interval unless it is refreshed by an update message. On the contrary, in hard-state signaling, an installed state remains installed unless it is explicitly removed by the receipt of a release message. Hard-state signaling requires complex interactions among many different distributed nodes, and an exceptional condition must be explicitly engineered [15].

The soft-state method has been chosen for many Internet protocols, including RSVP [16], SIP [17], IGMP [18] and so forth. The reason soft-state signaling has been utilized so often is that it works well in practice. This method provides robust and flexible operation of reservation signaling for a dynamically operated network environment with the change of the network configuration, routing update, node failure, and addition or removal of nodes. For these reasons, soft-state signaling would be appropriate for the NGN, where heterogeneous network components would be mixed together. Once adopted, it would operate well in the NGN environment.

III. Proposed NGN Transport Network Architecture Based on Slotted OBS

1. NGN Transport Network and Node Architecture Based on Slotted OBS

In an NGN transport network located in a metro or core area, various types of client networks based on IP, MPLS, SONET/SDH, ATM, Ethernet, and so on could be connected to the NGN transport network through a multi-service OBS edge node as shown in Fig. 1. Multi-service OBS edge nodes
and OBS core nodes are interconnected by WDM fibers, which contain wavelength channels. The bandwidth of each wavelength is organized into a series of frames, each of which is sub-divided into fixed length time-slots.

The proposed multi-service OBS edge node employs both electrical and optical technologies and plays an essential role in multi-service convergence. It aggregates a diversity of data traffic from emerging real-time services to legacy data-transfer services and from asynchronous transmission to synchronous transmission. The aggregated traffic is then translated into optical bursts appropriate for transmission through the core OBS nodes. The multi-service OBS edge node consists of a traffic classifier, a multi-class burst assembler, a scheduler, and an optical switch as shown in Fig. 2.

Data packets, such as IP packets, ATM cells, SONET/SDH frames, Ethernet packets, and so on, are injected into the classifier at the ingress multi-service OBS node. The classifier sorts and forwards incoming data packets into corresponding burstifiers for aggregation on the basis of traffic type, destination, loss and delay specifications. The data packets are placed in the burstifier queue where they are assembled into bursts according to the multi-class burst assembly algorithm. When that is done, the bursts are scheduled for transmission in the scheduler over the switch fabric. A control packet precedes each burst by a time offset. Once assembled at the ingress node, an optical burst is able to transparently travel any distance via core nodes before it arrives at an egress node, where the optical burst is disassembled and the data packets are forwarded to the client networks.

The core node consists of a switch controller and an optical switch. The switch controller creates and maintains a forwarding and reservation table, and is responsible for configuring the optical switch. When the switch controller receives a control packet, it identifies the intended destination and searches the forwarding and reservation table to find the intended output port. If the output port is available when the data burst arrives, the switch controller configures the optical switch to let the data burst pass from incoming time-slots to time-slots on the output port while satisfying the QoS requirement of each data burst flow.

In the proposed NGN transport network architecture, the core node performs a novel scheduling mechanism, called soft-state bandwidth reservation (SSR), to dynamically reserve bandwidth for arriving burst flows by cooperating with the multi-service edge node using a multi-class burst assembler.

Since switching is done in a slot-by-slot manner, all incoming slots in different input ports must be aligned with the local time-slot before entering the switching network. This alignment can be done by using optical input synchronizers. For a detailed description of the optical input synchronizer, see [19] and references therein.

In an NGN transport network, data traffic of the order of tens of gigabytes will be delivered through edge nodes and core nodes. A burst flow is distinguished by a pair of ingress/egress node addresses instead of a pair of source/destination IP addresses; thus, it is of relatively coarse granularity compared with an IP flow. Although the amount of incoming traffic can fluctuate with time, a certain amount of traffic will pass between a pair of ingress/egress nodes in the NGN transport network.

2. Multi-class Burst Assembly

The multi-class burst assembler of the multi-service OBS edge node aggregates various types of data packets into optical bursts for transmission over NGN transport networks. In aggregating data packets, it takes into account the QoS classification of each packet, such as packet loss rate, delay constraints, and transmission efficiency. The multi-class burst
assembler contains three types of burstifiers: TDM frame, timer-based, and size-based. After receiving a data packet, the multi-class burst assembler checks the traffic type and attributes of the data packet, and forwards it into an appropriate burstifier. Once a burst is created by the burstifier and its corresponding scheduler according to its burst assembly method, the burst is sent to the output port. The packet loss probability can be reduced by using scheduling methods, which actually cooperate with the proposed SSR mechanism performed at core nodes.

A. TDM Frame Burstifier

The TDM frame burstifier supports burst-framing and transmission of TDM frames arriving from legacy SONET/SDH client networks. One or more TDM frames can be encapsulated by using a framing device capable of mapping SONET/SDH frames into slotted burst payloads. The slotted burst in the burstifier queue is scheduled for transmission in a round-robin order. Consequently, the TDM frame burstifier periodically generates slotted bursts aligned with a slot boundary. The number of incoming TDM frames determines the allocated number of slots, which is expected to be constant on each successive time-slot for a long period.

By cooperating with this TDM frame burstifier, the core nodes using the proposed SSR mechanism are able to reserve slots for the periodic TDM burst flows.

B. Timer-Based Burstifier

The timer-based burstifier is able to guarantee the delay bound of multimedia packets. Packets from the classifier output are queued and fitted into slotted bursts after aggregation in keeping packet delay tolerance. If the size of buffered packets is smaller than the queue size, an arriving packet is admitted, otherwise it is lost.

When the round-robin scheduler is used, a burst is assembled during the round-robin cycle time. Then, the scheduler determines whether to send the assembled burst at the slot boundary. The generic framing procedure could be applied in order to map and handle data packets of different bit rates efficiently into a slotted burst payload.

C. Size-Based Burstifier

This size-based burstifier fills up a slot with packets to improve the transmission efficiency without considering the delay bound. It utilizes the slot size as a parameter to determine the number of packets to be assembled in a slotted burst. At the time-slot boundary, the number of slots, which are filled up with packets, could be sent. If no slot is filled up with packets at a time-slot boundary, the scheduler does not send any burst.

IV. Soft-State Bandwidth Reservation Mechanism

1. Soft-State Bandwidth Reservation Mechanism

The core OBS nodes support differentiated QoS for guaranteed quality. Cooperating with the multi-class burst assembler at ingress nodes, the SSR mechanism in core nodes enables dynamic bandwidth provisioning in the NGN transport network.

Upon receiving control packets with periodicity, the core node examines the ingress/egress address pair of the burst and determines an outgoing port and a slot for the burst to be sent to a next node. At first, the core node checks whether there has been a reserved slot on a reserved outgoing wavelength channel for the arriving burst. If the core node finds a reserved slot for the arriving burst, it will send the burst through the reserved slot. If there is no reserved slot, the core node will try to find an available slot among unreserved outgoing slots. When an available outgoing wavelength channel and a slot are determined, the burst is sent via the internal switch fabric to the outgoing channel and the slot. If neither an available outgoing wavelength channel nor a slot can be found for burst transmission, the core node will try to use the internal fiber delay line (FDL) buffer to delay the burst transmission. If the FDL buffer is full, the burst is dropped.

After the burst is successfully sent, the core node records the ingress/egress address of the burst, the outgoing wavelength channel and the slot number used to send the burst in its arrival-record table. By checking the transmission records of the arrival-record table, the SSR reservation scheduler knows that the slot numbers used to transmit bursts corresponding to a specific ingress/egress address pair. Thus, it can recognize the periodicity of those slot numbers being used. A repetition counter is used to judge the periodicity of burst transmission from an ingress node to an egress node.

Once the periodicity of burst transmission is determined, the SSR reservation scheduler knows that a certain ingress node requests a bandwidth reservation for its periodic burst flow, so it performs a slot reservation on the upcoming frames for the duration recorded in a certain max-reservation counter.

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the SSR mechanism. In previous reservation methods, reservations are either made or denied end-to-end. Our method allows a partial reservation, in which some links may have resource reservation for a particular burst flow while others may not. On links without reservation, bursts are carried on a best-effort basis, and the SSR request continues downstream towards the egress node.

Basically, the proposed SSR method provides no feedback to the ingress node as to what the reservation has successfully performed. However, by optionally adding feedback in the form of slot collision reports to detect and correct slot collision
in a core node, the SSR method is able to further reduce the burst loss rate in the NGN transport network.

When a core node recognizes that a newly arriving burst flow is trying to reserve a time-slot that was reserved by another flow, it optionally sends a notification message to inform the corresponding ingress node that its bursts have been blocked. A loss counter is used to find the periodicity of lost bursts with the same ingress/egress address. Upon receiving the blocking notification message from the core node, the ingress node reads the blocking notification message and recognizes the loss of bursts that it has sent. Consequently, the ingress node randomly changes the slot location for transmitting bursts in order to avoid burst collision, where the same slot number must not be allocated again.

2. Advanced Features of SSR
   A. Burst Buffering

   Although the SSR method does not mandate the use of FDLs, its QoS performance can be significantly improved even with limited FDLs to resolve contention for bandwidth among multiple bursts. When burst collision occurs because there is no available outgoing slot, the core node can try to allocate the blocked burst in later outgoing slots by using FDLs, which store one or more bursts and delay transmission.

   Once the SSR mechanism is performed with FDLs, the priority of the burst buffered in the FDLs is set lower than that of non-buffered bursts. This way, it prevents the loss of non-buffered bursts due to competition with buffered bursts. Ongoing burst flows, which are reserved by the SSR method through the NGN transport network, are not disturbed by newly arriving burst flows or best-effort single bursts.

   The SSR reservation scheduler needs to increase the loss counter and inform the ingress node that its burst has been blocked or buffered. With this notification, the ingress node is able to find an available slot through a core node and make a reservation for its burst flow. It also may reduce the end-to-end delay and delay-variance for burst transmission.

   B. Optical-Electronic-Optical (OEO) Switching

   In an NGN transport network capable of optical-electronic-optical (OEO) switching, header information can be carried within a burst, while the information required for routing and reservation is separated from the data burst and sent as a burst control packet before the data burst is sent in all-optical NGN transport networks. When a core node receives the burst containing ingress/egress address information, it can perform the proposed SSR reservation as well as routing and forwarding.

   Whether the SSR mechanism is applied to the all-optical switching networks or OEO switching networks, the applied mechanism in both switching types is the same. The only difference is that the soft-state reservation is performed after the data burst is received in OEO switching and before the data burst is received in all-optical switching.

V. Performance Analysis

In this section, we present the performance analysis of the proposed multi-class burst assembly and the SSR mechanism.

1. Performance Analysis of the Multi-Class Burst Assembly

An important performance aspect of the multi-class burst assembly is individual packet delay in each burstifier queue. In a timer-based burstifier queue, the packet delay should be bounded within the constraint of an application service. The packet delay in a size-based burstifier queue also needs to be investigated for determining availability to transmit best-effort traffic. Next, we discuss the mathematical derivation of the packet delay distribution in the multi-class burst assembler, where each burstifier has a finite queue size and its burst-emission depends on the total number of packets in the queue.

In the TDM frame burstifier model, the amount of burst-emission on each successive time frame/slot is deterministic.
The delay of a TDM frame finding a certain number of TDM frames ahead of it, under the first-come-first-served (FCFS) queuing discipline, is therefore bounded.

However, in the timer-based and size-based burstifier models, the exact number of packets that can be sent in a burst is random at each successive time frame/slot and depends on the number of waiting packets. If there is a positive probability that the waiting packets will not receive service within a time frame/slot, the delay of a packet can be arbitrarily large, despite the fact that the packet arrives at a burstifier queue with a finite number of packets ahead of it.

We assume that the processing time to generate a burst at each burstifier queue is constant. With the round-robin scheduler, the cycle time to run around all queues in a round-robin method is given by $T$. Therefore, in each burstifier queue, the time axis is divided equally into successive frames/slots of length $T$. A burst is assembled during the cycle time $T$, and then the scheduler determines whether to send the assembled burst to the next slot.

Packets arrive at the multi-service OBS edge node from the access networks. Let the packets arrive at each burstifier queue at the slot boundary. Let $M_{i}$ be the number of packets present, an arriving packet is admitted; otherwise, it is lost. A packet admitted during $(0, T)$ may be removed at one of the epochs $kT$, $k \geq 1$. If it is admitted at time $T-t$, $0 \leq t < T$, its delay is the sum of $u$ and $(k-1)T$. At the end of a time interval $T$, the burstifier queue will contain $j$, $1 \leq j \leq K$, packets. The $i$ packets, $0 \leq i \leq j$, are transmitted out of the buffer $j$ packets. The remaining $j-i$ packets remain in the burstifier queue and will be considered for transmission in the subsequent slot. Let $d(i, j)$ define the probability that $i$ of the $j$ packets can be sent on an FCFS basis. The quantities $\{d(i, j)\}$ satisfy

$$\sum_{i=0}^{j} d(i, j) = 1. \quad (1)$$

As described in subsection III.2, there are three different types of the burst-emission processes in accordance with the specific QoS requirements in the multi-class burst assembler. In these burstifiers, more slots are allocated to one burst where the demand is higher, so that the longer the queue is in terms of the number of packets, the more packets are served through burst-emission.

For the TDM frame burstifier and the timer-based burstifier, the quantities $\{d(i, j)\}$ are set as follows.

$$\begin{align*}
  d(i, j) &= 1, \quad \text{for } 0 \leq i \leq j \leq N, \\
  d(N, j) &= 1, \quad \text{for } N \leq i \leq j \leq K, \\
  d(i, j) &= 0, \quad \text{elsewhere.} 
\end{align*} \quad (2)$$

Let $M=[K/N]$, where $[\cdot]$ is the smallest integer larger than or equal to $\cdot$. If there are $N$ or more packets in the queue at the end of a time-slot, $N$ packets are transmitted through a burst; otherwise, all packets in the queue are transmitted. Thus, the delay of an arbitrary admitted packet is bounded by $MT$.

More specifically, if $N=1$, it further reduces to the TDM frame burstifier, where one SONET/SDH frame is filled in a slotted burst. The delay of the TDM frame is deterministic (see [20]). In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the timer-based and size-based burstifiers.

For the size-based burstifier,

$$\begin{align*}
  d(N, j) &= 1, \quad \text{for } N \leq i \leq j \leq K, \\
  d(i, j) &= 0, \quad \text{elsewhere.} \quad (3)
\end{align*}$$

With the size-based burstifier, if there are $N$ or more packets at the end of a time-slot, $N$ packets are transmitted through a burst; otherwise, the packets will remain in the burstifier queue.

---

Fig. 4. Packet delay PDF in the timer-based burstifier with (a) 500-packets buffer and (b) 1,500-packets buffer.
During each frame/slot, that is, the distribution of the interval between its arrival time and the time it has been scheduled for transmission. A maximum of 500 packets can be sent by burst-emission during each frame/slot. That is, $N = 500$, and the timer-based burstifier queue can store a maximum of 500 or 1,500 packets. The size-based burstifier queue is able to contain a maximum of 500 packets.

Figure 4 shows the performance results on ingress queuing delay of the timer-based burstifier as a function of the offered load. Figure 4(a), packets are aggregated in a timer-based burstifier queue during a frame period $T$, and the aggregated packets are sent at every frame/slot boundary. Therefore, the packet delay is bounded by $T$. However, the packet delay distribution in the burstifier queue varies with the offered load. When there is a low offered load, the packet delay of an arbitrarily admitted packet is evenly distributed over $T$ duration. As the offered load increases, the burstifier queue would be occupied earlier by arriving packets, which may wait longer for the frame/slot boundary. In Fig. 4(b), packets are aggregated during $3T$, and the aggregated packets are transmitted at every $3T$ boundary. The packet delay in this burstifier queue is bounded by $3T$. However, arriving packets when there is a high offered load may wait longer than in a low offered load.

Figure 5 shows the packet delay distribution in a size-based burstifier queue as a function of the offered load. When there is a high offered load, the delay of an arbitrarily admitted packet is almost bounded by $T$ because the burst can be sent as soon as it is filled with packets. However, if the offered traffic load in the size-based burstifier queue is low, the delay PDF of an arriving packet is almost constant over the aggregation period. An early-admitted packet should wait until the burst is fully filled with packets. At the expense of aggregation delay, transmission efficiency can be improved in the size-based burstifier of the multi-class burst assembler.

2. Performance Analysis of the Soft-State Bandwidth Reservation Mechanism

We implemented new SSR modules in the NS2 simulator to evaluate the performance of the proposed method [22]. In the simulation, nodes are connected by WDM links with multiple wavelength channels carrying bursts. The node is capable of wavelength conversion, and the transmission rate of each wavelength is 10 Gbps. The wavelength is organized into a series of frames, each of which is sub-divided into fixed length time-slots set to 0.125 ms (sufficiently large to contain a SONET/SDH frame) and each time-slot contains about 156 kb of data in one burst.

It is assumed that bursts generated by a size-based burstifier of the multi-class burst assembler arrive at a node according to a Poisson process per time-slot. Burst flows generated by the TDM frame burstifier or timer-based burstifier arrive at the node according to a Poisson process. We also assume that one frame consists of 5 slots, and for a burst flow, bursts are periodically transmitted every 5 slots. The simulation results were obtained for JET-OBS, slotted OBS, and the proposed SSR mechanism. The performance metric is the burst loss probability as a function of the offered input traffic load, the length of burst flows (that is, the number of bursts on a flow), applied FDL size, and SSR parameters, such as the reservation counter and loss counter.

Figure 6 shows the burst loss rate of JET-OBS, slotted OBS, and the proposed SSR method as a function of the offered traffic load per ingress OBS node and the length of burst flows. In case of the SSR mechanism, the reservation counter and loss counter are set to 2 and 3, respectively. Comparing the burst loss rate of JET-OBS and slotted OBS with the SSR mechanism shows that the burst loss rate of the SSR is markedly improved. As the flow length increases from 50 bursts to 400 bursts in the SSR mechanism, the burst loss rate greatly decreases. At the beginning of a newly arriving burst flow, the bursts comprising the flow may experience burst collision for the slot reservation. Once core nodes recognize the periodicity of bursts and execute the SSR reservation for the subsequent bursts of the flow, the subsequent bursts do not suffer blocking. Consequently, the overall burst loss rate of
Fig. 6. Burst loss rate vs. offered load with various flow lengths.

Fig. 7. Burst loss rate vs. offered load with various wavelengths.

Fig. 8. Burst loss rate vs. offered load with various numbers of FDLs.

Fig. 9. Burst loss rate of mixed traffic with single bursts and periodic burst flows.

Fig. 10. Burst loss rate vs. offered load with various reservation counter values.

Fig. 11. Burst loss rate vs. offered load with various loss counter values.
long-lived burst flows is relatively lower than that of short-lived burst flows.

Figure 7 shows the burst loss rate with various numbers of wavelengths. Notice that the burst loss rate drops more quickly than the used wavelength increases when compared with JET-OBS and slotted OBS. When burst collision occurs at an output of a node, the blocked burst could be stored in the FDLs and be allocated in the next available slot. Figure 8 shows the burst loss rate of the SSR method with various values of FDL. With the FDLs, the burst loss rate can be decreased dramatically. While it is certainly possible to improve burst loss rate by allowing bursts to use more than two FDL buffers, we did not consider that possibility here because it is costly and difficult to implement.

To show the effect of differentiated processing achieved by the SSR method, the burst loss rates experienced by mixed traffic with single bursts and periodic burst flows, which contend for the same output link at a node, are presented in Fig. 9. These results were obtained by assuming that half of the offered traffic load is sent from the TDM frame burstifier or timer-based burstifier and the other half follows the traffic pattern of slotted OBS, which is generated by the size-based burstifier. Where periodic burst flows cause interference, the loss rate of single bursts using slotted OBS is higher than that of the pure slotted OBS. Because single bursts using slotted OBS do not invoke the reservation mechanism of the SSR scheduler, they are allowed to be transmitted through time-slots unoccupied by periodic burst flows. On the contrary, when periodic burst flows are mixed with single bursts, their loss rate is lower than when the offered load is entirely made up of periodic burst flows because those suffer less competition with other periodic burst flows for time-slot reservation.

As described in section IV, once the periodicity of received bursts is recognized at a core node, its SSR scheduler performs slot reservations on the upcoming frames for the duration recorded in a certain max-reservation counter. Figure 10 shows the effect with various max-reservation counter values. In order to distinguish the different effects of the max-reservation counter, we set the flow length to 100 bursts and investigate its burst loss rate. As the number of reserved slots increases, the burst loss rate increases. Although a burst flow has finished, the reserved slots for the burst flow cannot be used for other bursts. Therefore, if the max-reservation counter is set to a large value for short-lived burst flows, it will waste the channel resources.

When a core node recognizes that a newly arriving burst flow is trying to reserve a time-slot reserved by another flow, it sends a notification message to the corresponding ingress node. A loss counter is used to find the periodicity of lost bursts with the same ingress/egress address. As shown in Fig. 11, the lower the loss counter set, fewer bursts are lost because the loss notification is quickly sent to the ingress node. However, if the loss counter value is set too low, this may induce core nodes to generate notification messages in response to the loss of non-periodic single bursts.

In the second scenario, we simulate and analyze a more complex network using the SSR mechanism and slotted OBS by using the NS2 simulator. Figure 12 presents an NSFNET topology consisting of 19 OBS nodes and 10 routes. The routes are selected by considering a variety of path lengths and the degrees of link sharing among burst flows. The link delay between neighbor nodes is set to 1 ms. The traffic source model and link condition are the same as in the previous scenario. The simulation results are obtained for the slotted OBS and the proposed SSR mechanism. In this configuration, we evaluate the burst loss rate and the effectiveness of the SSR mechanism over multi-hop paths.

Figure 13 shows the overall blocking probability in the

---

**Fig. 12.** 19-node NSFNET topology.

**Fig. 13.** Overall blocking probability.
VI. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel NGN transport network architecture, which can provide a flexible and efficient platform for convergence of packet-based and circuit-based network traffic based on slotted OBS capabilities.

The proposed architecture consists of two main parts: the multi-class burst assembly at ingress nodes and the soft-state bandwidth reservation (SSR) mechanism at core nodes. The multi-class burst assembly mechanism guarantees the delay bound of packets and improves the transmission efficiency. The SSR mechanism provides QoS guarantee and flexible bandwidth management over the NGN transport networks without any complex signaling or offset-based reservation. By comparing the proposed architecture with JET-OBS and slotted OBS, we demonstrated that the burst loss probability of the proposed SSR mechanism can be improved by more than one order of magnitude. The proposed architecture could be used to build an NGN transport network, providing efficient delivery of various types of network traffic, while satisfying QoS constraints and bandwidth flexibility.
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